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Revision 202 was GOOD.
Ma.jor Changes Itcorpot"ted into R"ri
The i.mproperly defined END-E? was moved to the correct l"ocation.
Some EBANK switching logic was incorporated into AVFLAGA for
ECSTEER'since users enter AVFLAGA in EBANK4' and ECSTEER
is now in EBANKT.
3) The SWTOVER flag setting for the TVC DAP was moved j-n order
that both CSM and CSM/l,m set it for POSTBURN trim updates.
4\ The new ALARM and ABORT routines were incorporated (See
COLOSSUS Memo #41). Changes went into various places in the
program wherever a TC ABORT occurred. Now all ABORTS
wilisend out an ALARM and go to POODOO or BAILOUT. POODOO
makes all restart phases lnactive and ends up at GolroPooH.
BAILOUT does a software restart
P20
5) A change went into CHKL]NUS in R60. If R60 is called during
possibility
prevent
the
will
the LINUS BIT 14 is no longer set. This
of R60 i:ei.ng lost forever.
ABORT if
6) A change was rr,"-ade to the Display Routines to preven! 1n.(the
a PRioRITY display attempts to enter when PDSPFLAG
priority bit) is set. This change goes along with no. 5'above.
?) A change was put into the Display Routines to set the XDSPFLAG
for errely MARK display set up. The only way to reset this bit is
by means of ENDEXT. This change will lock out any normal dispi.y.s throughout an extended verb-as soon as the first display in the
extended verb is initiated.

1)
2l

B) 4.11SPQT was zeroed in the RESTART TABLES since it is

trot

useci,

g) Thir check fr:r both the MARK R.trJECT BUTTON and t]:re ERRCR
'REStrT ELITTONS bei-ng depressed at the same iime r,vas mcvecj
,in crder that software restarts go ihrouch thls Logic. Thls
change goes,',along rvith the new At-ARI\t and ABCRT routines.
tf a coniinuous ABORT loop results a DOFSTARII will occur.
10) L/Dl and PAXtrRHl were exchangecl in DOWNLIIVK to conform to PCN #L48
11) A RELINT was added to INTPRtrT. Callers who went to
INTPRtrT +N will now go to INTPRtrT + (N + f )
tZ) The ciescription of QUICTRIG was changed to show that it is no
longer correct to call QUICTRIG for basic using USPRCADR.
A BANKCALL or IBNKCALL should be used lnstead.
13) ROLLDAP was speeded up by using QUICTRIG insteaci of
C DU

TRIG.

T4) IMUCOARK, OPTCOARK and IMUFINtrK were fixcd tO ChCCK
for a mode change first before doing a TC TESTXACT.
Without this fix the TESTXACT test could have passed and the
mode change test not passed with the result that extended verbs
would be locked out forever.
15) Program descriptions were upd.ated for LOCSAI\/I.
16) Several decussing changes and program bug fixes went in for

17)
iB)
19)
20)
21)
22)

the new P40s
The 1ow order part of the DELVTs is now zeroed for DOWNLINK
purposes in IMU compensation.
READACCS was changed to start up in EBANK6 slnce the ENTRY
portion of READACCS needs EBANK6 and other users don't care.
The restart table ca11s to READACCS were also changed.
A change was put into the TVC initializing to reset the SWTOVER
flag for TVCDAPOI\.
PCN #LOO was i.mplemented in P31 to eliminate the incompatibility
between P37 and P40lPAl.
![he proceed and V32 display responses were exchanged on the
611 ALARM (no TIG for given elevation angle).
An entry point was added to RCSDAPON for the new ROOTOPOO

logic ln V37.

23't ECSTE'ER was set to 1 at the beginning of P37 (PCN #34).
24') ONMNITOR was corrected to read 2 tirnes a sec. instead of
1 tirne a sec.

"

I{ncwn Pr"o1;1r:rns in I{evrsion 202

rj THETA {1i is i1iegally sharir:g y;jth
z)

3)

}iOtrr}l in VijI.
RTEVGAI4, FEIAS anC YTIIAS (1i] wordsi ;are now in fixe d
mer:lorv but tite GSCF specifies them as ei asables.
TviDoT is an erasabi.e in the ACC hut sp.cificd as fixcrl in tlrr,,
GSOP.

4) TLs wi'rich is ne-.zer used is using up 2 unshared erasables.
5) PINBALL does not r,'rake up displays sleeping due to astronaut use
on any loads. Either- a change should be made to pIliiISALL or.
ASTRONAUT decks will have- to be changed.
P22 and P23 erasables are i11ega1ly sharing with coNICS.
7) If a restart occurs during the n:aneuver rn v4g, an IMU zEIlo
v,'i11 take place since tne llytusE bit is off . The vehicle could
be turnlng at a high maneuver rate and the DAp would not be
controlling it for 13 secs.
B) UNITW should be 4 pad loaded erasables, not 6. The coding
would need to be changed to go along rn,ith this saving of
6)

era sable s.

9)

BVECTOR is i11ega1Iy sharing with DtrLVTPI and DELVTPF.
10) R32 should check for the SURFFLAG and do an ALM/trND if

it is on.

11) There is an erasable conflict between poilJTtrx in p20 and
VVtrCT in CONICS.

12j DOWNRUPTS are lost frequently during burns.
13) The vHF mark counter should be set in R32 for col-ossus only.
14) There could be 3 DET,AYJoBs going on during p34 with p20 in
the background. If vB2 were selected at this time an ABoRT

would r:esu1t since only 3 DELAYJOBS are allowed at a time
and vB2 has 1 DELAYJOB. The number of DtrLAyLoCS sl-roulci
be increased by one.
15) The PROCEED on the V16N45 display in P35 does not recompute
a new TIG. This coding does not conform to the GSOp.
16) several obsolete flag bits are in col,ossus. These should be
delete d.

initialized in FRESH STAIiT..
Th€ terminate on the V51 display in SXTMARK now goes to
GOTOPOOH" This leaves extended verbs locked out, MARKSTAT
set, etc.

17) . The new FLAGWRDS should be
1B)

19) ?he two verb iighis Sppear on the DSKY dur:ing UPLINK

when

a1i displays shculd 1:e locked aut.
20) The DRIFTF LG is not being initialized in FRESH S-IART.
Lt't The polvnomial fit for T(X) in TFF should be changed to include
a "vrider hyperbolic range.
22j V45 has be-en selected forthe new W-MATRIX display in DAit[CE.
To be consistent, a new verb should be assigned for the resetting
of the SURFFLAG.
23) If a restart takes place 8 secs after coming out of STANDBY the
restart logic wi.11 detect the AGC warning light and cause a
FRESH START. Thi.s logic should be deLeted since there is
another way of getti.ng a FRESH START (push ERROR RtrSET
and MARK RBJECT) if it is needed.
241 V46 for a non SATURN DAP should clear Bit I of Channel 12
to prevent garbage from going into the SATURN error counters.
25) The state of all moon flags after a FRtrSH STARTI in the MOON
vicinity should be looked into. Presently they are reset to

indicate earth.
26) 51l-.1 has not been written for a Lunar environment. It has
scaling problems now that P47 is using it.
27J It is possible for R53 to be doing a mark display at the same
time R52 comes up with a prio display. The terminate on R52
goes to GOTOPOOH (V37 is a normal display). Since the R53
mark is a'higher priority displ'ay the V37 display will go to
sleep until the mark is answered.

Program Notes

13) R00 is not executed until the astronaut responds to the flashing
V37 display by keying in 2 1ega1 program digits followed byr
ENTER.
L4) If a hardware restart occurs during a period when the IMUSE
bit is not set, i. e., the current program does not require
the IMU, the program performs an IlVlU ZERO, thus inl-iibiting
DAP control for approximately 13 seconds'
15) Lambert computatj.on should not be used wj.thin 30 of target
vector.
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